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Decay channels and appearance sizes of doubly anionic gold and silver clusters
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Second electron affinities of AuN and AgN clusters and the dissociation energies for fission of the AuN
22 and

AgN
22 dianions are calculated using the finite-temperature shell-correction method and allowing for triaxial

deformations. Dianionic clusters withN.2 are found to be energetically stable against fission, leaving electron
autodetachment as the dominant decay process. The second electron affinities exhibit pronounced shell effects
in excellent agreement with measured abundance spectra for AuN

22 (N,30), with appearance sizes
na

22(Au)512 andna
22(Ag)524.
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Unlike the case of multiply charged cationic species,
production and observation of gas-phase doubly anionic
gregates had remained for many years a challenging ex
mental goal. However, with the availability of large carb
clusters~which can easily accomodate the repulsion betw
the two excess electrons! this state of affairs changed, includ
ing observation of doubly negative fullerenes,1 C60

22 , and
fullerene derivatives,2 as well as a recent measurement of t
photoelectron spectrum of the citric acid dianion.3 Moreover,
such observations are not limited to carbon based aggreg
and organic molecules, with a first observation of dou
anionic metal clusters~specifically gold clusters! reported4,5

most recently. A few theoretical studies of multiply charg
anionic fullerenes6,7 and alkali-metal~sodium! clusters8 have
also appeared, but overall the field of multiply anionic a
gregates remains at an embryonic stage.

In this paper, we investigate the stability and decay ch
nels of AuN

22 and AgN
22 at finite temperature, and determin

their appearance sizesna
22 ~clusters withN,na

22 are ener-
getically unstable!. Two decay channels of doubly anion
clusters need to be considered:~i! binary fission,

MN
22→M P

21MN2P
2 , ~1!

which has a well-known analog in the case of doubly c
ionic clusters,9–11 and~ii ! electron autodetachment via emi
sion through a Coulombic barrier,8

MN
22→MN

21e, ~2!

with an analogy to proton anda decay in atomic nuclei.12,13

The theoretical approach we use is a finite-temperature s
empirical shell-correction method~SCM!, which incorpo-
rates triaxial shapes and which has been previously used
cessfully to describe the properties of neutral and catio
metal clusters.14 Our main conclusion is that, unlike the ca
of doubly cationic metal clusters,9,11 fission of AuN

22 and
AgN

22 is not a dominant process, and that the appeara
sizes of these doubly anionic clusters are determined by e
tron autodetachment. Our results for the second electron
finities exhibit pronounced electronic shell effects and are
excellent agreement with the most recent experimental d5

for AuN
22 with na

22512. For AgN
22 , we predictna

22524.
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The finite-temperature multiple electron affinities of
cluster ofN atoms of valencev ~we takev51 for Au and
Ag! are defined as

AZ~N,b!5F~b,vN,vN1Z21!2F~b,vN,vN1Z!,
~3!

whereF is the free energy,b51/kBT, andZ>1 is the num-
ber of excess electrons in the cluster~e.g., the first and sec
ond affinities correspond toZ51 andZ52, respectively!.
To determine the free energy, we use the shell correc
method. In the SCM,F is separated into a smooth liquid
drop-model~LDM ! part F̃LDM ~varying monotonically with
N), and a Strutinsky-type shell-correction termDFsp5Fsp

2F̃sp, whereFsp is the canonical~fixed N at a givenT) free
energy of the valence electrons, treated as independent s
particles moving in an effective mean-field potential~ap-
proximated by a modified Nilsson Hamiltonian pertaining
triaxial cluster shapes!, and F̃sp is the Strutinsky-averaged
free energy. The smoothF̃LDM contains volume, surface, an
curvature contributions, whose coefficients are determine
described in Ref. 14, with experimental values and tempe
ture dependencies. In addition to the finite-temperature c
tribution due to the electronic entropy, the entropic contrib
tion from thermal shape fluctuations is evaluated via
Boltzmann averaging.14(a)

We note here that the smooth contributionÃZ(N,b) to the
full multiple electron affinities AZ(N,b) can be
approximated8 by the LDM expression

ÃZ5Ã12
~Z21!e2

R~N!1d0
5W2

~Z211g!e2

R~N!1d0
, ~4!

whereR(N)5r sN
1/3 is the radius of the positive backgroun

(r s is the Wigner-Seitz radius which depends weakly onT
due to volume dilation!, g55/8, d0 is an electron spillout
parameter, and the work functionW is assumed to be tem
perature independent@we take W(Au)55.31 eV and
W(Ag)54.26 eV#.

In a recent experiment,5 singly anionic gold clusters
AuN

2 (N<28) were stored in a Penning trap, size select
and transformed into dianions, AuN

22 , through irradiation by
an electron beam. The measured5 relative intensity ratios of
the dianions to their monoanionic precursors are reprodu
R10 587 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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in Fig. 1~a!; they exhibit size-evolutionary patterns~arising
from electronic shell effects! reminiscent of those found ea
lier in the mass abundance spectra, ionization potentials
first electron affinities of alkali- and coinage-metal clusters15

Since the stability of the dianions relative to their monoa
ionic precursors depends on the second electron affinityA2,
it may be expected thatA2 and the relative signal intensity o
the AuN

22 clusters will exhibit correlated patterns as a fun
tion of size. Here we note that stable dianions must h
A2.0, whereas those withA2,0 are unstable and decay v
process~ii !, i.e., via electron emission through a Coulomb
barrier8 ~see below!.

In Fig. 1~b!, we display the SCM theoretical results16,17

for the second electron affinity of AuN clusters in the size
range 10<N<30. These results correlate remarkably w
with the measured relative abundance spectrum@see Fig.
1~a!#. Note in particular:~i! the observed and predicted a
pearance size na

22(Au)512; ~ii ! the relative instability of
Au13

22 @portrayed by its absence in Fig. 1~a! and the negative
A2 value in Fig. 1~b! associated with the closing of a sph
roidal electronic subshell~containing 14 electrons! in the sin-
gly anionic Au13

2 parent cluster, see Ref. 14~b!#; ~iii ! the pro-
nounced lower stability of Au19

22 relative to its neighboring
cluster sizes@associated with the closing of a major ele
tronic shell~containing 20 electrons! in the Au19

2 parent clus-
ter#; ~iv! the overall similarity between the trends in Fig. 1~a!
and Fig. 1~b! ~that is, even-odd alternations forN<19 with a
sole discrepancy18 at N514, or possibly atN515, and the
monotonic behavior forN>19). Underlying the pattern
shown in Fig. 1~b! are electronic shell effects@compare in
Fig. 1~b! the shell-corrected results indicated by the so
line with the LDM curve# combined with energy-lowering
shape deformations of the clusters~which are akin to Jahn

FIG. 1. ~a! Measured@see Fig. 3~a! in Ref. 5# average relative
abundances of AuN

22 clusters~i.e., the ratio of the number of the
observed dianions over the sum of the numbers of correspon
singly anionic precursors and dianions! as a function of cluster size
Note the logarithmic ordinate scaling.~b! Calculated second elec
tron affinity (A2 in eV! for gold clusters atT5300 K plotted versus
N. Results from SCM calculations are connected by a solid line,
LDM results @see Eq.~4! with Z52] are depicted by the dashe
line. A2.0 corresponds to stable dianionic AuN

22 clusters; note the
appearance sizena

22512. Energies in units of eV.
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Teller distortions and are associated with the lifting of sp
tral degeneracies for open-shell cluster sizes!.

To explore the energetic stability of the AuN
22 clusters

against binary fission@see Eq.~1!#, we show in Fig. 2~a!
SCM results, at selected cluster sizes (N57, 14, and 21!, for
the fission dissociation energies DN,P5F(AuP

2)
1F(AuN2P

2 )2F(AuN
22), with the total free energies of th

parent dianion and the singly charged fission products ca

ng

d

FIG. 2. ~a! Fission dissociation energies (DN,P in eV! for binary
fission AuN

22→AuP
21AuN2P

2 , calculated atT5300 K with the
SCM for parent dianionic clusters withN57, 14, and 21, and plot-
ted versusP. Note that in all cases the most favorable fission ch
nel corresponds toP51. ~b! SCM fission dissociation energies
DN,1 , at T5300 K for the most favorable channel, plotted vers
cluster size. Exothermic fission (DN,1,0) is found only for the
smallest cluster.

FIG. 3. SCM second electron affinities@A2 in ~a!# and fission
dissociation energies@DN,1 in ~b!# for the most favorable channe
(P51) for AgN

22 clusters atT5300 K, plotted versus cluster size
In ~a! LDM results @see Eq.~4! with Z52] are depicted by the
dashed line. Note the appearance sizena

22524. Energies in units
of eV.
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lated atT5300 K. For all AuN
22 parent clusters, the energet

cally favorable channel~lowest DN,P) corresponds toP51
~i.e., one of the fission products is the closed-shell Au2 an-
ion!. The influence of shell effects on the fission dissociat
energies is evident particularly in cases where the fiss
channel involves closed-shell magic products~seeP57, and
equivalentlyP514, forN521, and the pronounced effect
P57 for N514 where both fission products are magic!. The
fission results summarized in Fig. 2~b! for the most favorable
channel (P51) illustrate that exothermic fission~that is
DN,P,0) is predicted to occur only for the smallest si
(N52). This, together with the existence of a fission barri
leads us to conclude that the decay of AuN

22 clusters is domi-
nated by the electron autodetachment process~which is
operative whenA2,0 and involves tunneling throug
tt

.

ts
e
he
uc
n
n

,

a Coulomb barrier8!, rather than by fission.
Finally, we show in Fig. 3 SCM results for the secon

electron affinity@A2 in Fig. 3~a!# and the fission dissociation
energies@DN,P in Fig. 3~b!# corresponding to the most favor
able channel (P51) for silver dianionic clusters AgN

22 .
Again, binary fission is seen to be endothermic except
N52, and the appearance size for AgN

22 ~i.e., the smallest
size withA2.0) is predicted to bena

22(Ag)524. The shift
of the appearance size to a larger value than that found
gold dianionic clusters@that isna

22(Au)512, see above# can
be traced to the smaller work function of silver, as can
seen from the LDM curves calculated through the use of
~4! with Z52.19

This research was supported by a grant from the U
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